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Introduction
A convenient, rapid, economical, and non-destructive method for determining the quantity and quality of grain proteins is desired for mass screening operations. In this paper we present very preliminary results of a new method which can now satisfy some of these requirements and offers the potential of satisfying all of them.
Method
When a sample is irradiated with light of sufficient energy, electrons may be ejected and their kinetic energy is given by the well known Einstein relation, EKE = h'v -B.E.
where EK.E. is the kinetic energy of the electrons, h is Planckas constant, v is the frequency of the light quantum, and B.E. is the binding energy of the electrons in the sample.. If the photon energy is increased sufficiently, by using X-rays, electrons may be ejected from the inner or core levels of the constituent atoms of the sample. Since photon or X-ray energies are known to high accuracy, the binding energies may be determined with precision by measurement of the kinetic energies. The measurements may be performed with a variety of devices, but most commonly magnetic and electrostatic deflection analyzers are employed. The overwhelming majority of the energy levels of the elements across the periodic table have been determined in this manner. Although the complementary method of X-ray emission contains the same information, the former method, called X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, offers so many direct advantages that we will confine the present discussion thereto.
The method is outlined schematically in Fig. I . In this figure are sketched the discrete energy levels of a particular atom in a compound as well as those levels which are a collective property of the compound as a whole and make up its valence band or molecular orbitals. An X-ray photon -3-is shown lifting an electron from the 2s level of this atom into the continuum of energies dr,equivalently, removing it to infinity. At this point the electron enters the spectrometer wherein it is brought to a focus and impinges on a detector when .the electron has the correct energy (more rigorously the correct momentum). The energy range is scanned by varying the strength of the magnetic field and thus a spectrum is traced out by recording the numbe-of electrons reaching the.detector at each. value of magnetic field. This method was developed and brought to its present state of refinement by the group at the Institute of Physics, University of.Uppsala, Sweden. [l] Since all atoms are constructed in the same manner, it is possible to photoeject their electrons, and by a suitable choice of exciting X-ray energy and particular atomic level one can distinguish among the different constituent atoms of the sample. It is apparent,, then, that calibration against a sample of known elementary composition will permit a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the unknown sample. The absolute sensitivity of the method is very high although it is not especially suitable for .detecting small amounts of one element in the presence of a large excess of other elements.
More recently it has been shown that a given element in different chemical configurationsexhibits chemical shifts of its binding energies. [2, 3] These chemical shifts 'thus extend the utility of the method so that not only the total quantity of a given element maybe determined but also the type or types of chemical bonding situation in which the atom is situated. The origins and theoretical foundations for these chemical shifts are rather well understood. [2, 4] Experimental Design
Since virtually all of the previous work in this field has been directed toward precision measurements of the energies of the photoelectrons, we were obliged to make our own way completely in the quantitative determinations of the relative numbers of relevant atoms contained in the samples. We were further interested.in establishing the feasibility of measuring not only total protein by nitrogen but also of assessing the free amino nitrogen as a measure of lysine and arginine and the sulfur as a measure of cysteine, cystine, and methionine. Our principal research endeavors p'rior to our introduction to the present topic are related to iron and sulfur and the non-heme iron-sulfur proteins known as the ferredoxins. Accordingly, we had some prior knowledae of sulfur spectra but no current nitrogen data were pertinent to the present problem. [5] The first task undertaken was the observation of the nitrogen and sulfur spectra of relevant amino acids, simple peptides, and known proteins. Fig. 2 shows spectra of three such compounds. The cystine spectra show lines from both nitrogen and sulfur. The designations N1S and S2P indicate that the electrons arise from the IS level of nitrogen and' the 2P level of sulfur, respectively. The di-peptide, L-isoleucyl-L-alanine, exhibits a nitrogen peak considerably broader than that of the cystine. This peak may be decomposed into two peaks of width equal to -4-the cysti.ne peak; one component is of the same energy as the cys tine peak and we conclude that it corresponds to the amino nitrogen. The other peak occurs at lower binding energy and is attributed to the amide nitrogen formed during the peptide bonding. The lower lines originate from a sample of hemoglobin. The nitrogen peak occurs at the position of lower binding energy and is therefore the amide nitrogen. The sulfur peak is shown magnified by 50-fold and exhibits an increasing shoulder at higher binding energies. We believe this shoulder arises from sulfur as SO and.that it most probably entered the sample during ammonium sulfate irecipitation of the protein.
[6] Figure 3 shows the nitrogen and sulfur spectra from three protein samples, hemoglobin (repeated for continuity), equine cytochronie C, and the apo-ferredoxin and its native form from Clostridium pasteurianum. This latter protein has a molecular weight of 6000 and contains 8 iron atoms, 8 moles of cysteine, and 6-8 moles of acid labile sulfur.
[7] The cytochrome C spectrum is similar to that of hemoglobin but shows a higher sulfur content. It also contains SO. The apo-ferredoxin spectra are qualitatively similar to both the heme-proteinsexcePt for the larger quantity of sulfur. The native ferredoxin spectra are significantly different from the heme-proteins; both lines are broader and exhibit rather obvious shoulders. The nitrogen shoulder at higher binding energy possibly arises from nitrogens bonded to iron. The low energy sulfur shoulder definitely arises from sulfur bonded to iron and is characteristic of such bonding.
[5] Figure 4 shows the nitrogen spectra of Barker barley seed and of a dark red kidney bean. The barley spectrum is very similar to the other proteins; the kidney bean spectrum is considerably broader and exhibits a high energy shoulder. This sample was prepared by pulverizing the entire bean. We do not interpret the high energy shoulder.
Sample Preparation
The nature of photoelectron spectroscopy imposes constraints on the form of the samples. Since the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is very low, usually less than 1.5 keV, they must be analyzed in vacuo to reduce scattering. Also, because of their low energy, they are able to penetrate a distance of only a few tens to a few hundreds of angstroms in solid material. Thus only those electrons originating within this distance from the surface of the sample escape elastically and give rise to discrete photoelectron lines. Only the surface of a given sample is of use.
Accordingly, for these studies the samples were prepared as powders by grinding in a ball mill. For the quantitative determinations the biochemicals were mixed with NaCl and then pulverized together. The amino acids, di-peptides, hemoglobin, and equine cytochrome C were obtained from conTnercial sources. The ferredoxin was prepared in the laboratory of Professor J. C. Rabinowitz in Berkeley. The seed samples were obtained from the seed station of the University of California, Davis, California. 
Quantitative Determinations
The basic relative sensitivity for nitrogen and sulfur was obtained from a sample of cystinemixed with NaCl. The areas under the N1S, S2P, and Na2S peaks were integrated by computer and were treated as follows:
Moles NaCl Area Na2S X Moles of compound = 14/1 atom equivalent 2. Weight of compound x % S = Moles of compound
AreaS2P
Moles NaC1 32 . A 3. Table I gives the quantitative estimates for five samples determined by this method. The two cysteine samples were prepared independently and are shown as an indication of the reproducibility of the method. The cystine.sarnple is different from that used as the calibration standard. . For the seeds, the experimental weight percent nitrogen, determined from the photoelectron spectra, was converted to percent protein by assuming a nitrogen:proteln weight ratio of 0.15. Two values are shown for the kidney bean: The value of 19.3 percent assumes that all of the nitrogen signal of Fig. 4 arises from protein. The value of .15.3 includes only the fraction: of the nitrogen line lying at lower energies.
Conclusions
.
The experiments reported in thispaer have taken place during a period of less than six weeks and as such are sketchy at best They are to be considered a preliminary feasibility study. The results do indicate that the method can be developed to: 1) provide a means for measuring the total protein content by nitrogen analysis, 2) estimate the lysine and arginine content under favorable conditions by distinguishing between the amide and amino nitrogens, and 3) estimate the sulfur content.
Since we have so few quantitative data, the reproducibility and standard deviations are yet to be determined. We have not investigated any effects of sample geometry. If it is deemed worthy of further development as a mass screening technique, it will be necessary either to excise a small quantity of endosperni for analysis or remove a fraction of the hull to expose the endosperm.
It should also be pointed out that, the dose rate of X-irradiatio'n received by the samples in the present instrument is about 10 3 rads/h and that the experiments reported here occupied several hours per sample.
New instrumentation currently under development promises to reduce the time per sample by, nearly: 100-fold, which would have the dual advantage of increasing the number of samples which could be analyzed and of reducing the radiation dosage. This new instrumentation also anticipates some improvement in spectral resolution which may assist in distinguishing amino from amide nitrogen and possibly distinguishing cystine from cysteine and methionine.
Appendi x
It is natural to compare this method of protein analysis with others which have been either tested or proposed. Since both neutron activation and fast proton reactions have been •reported to this panel in this and previous meetings, they will not be discussed further in this paper. [8, 9, 10 ] The one other method which has been given some consideration is that of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Although NMR of nitrogen might on superficial grounds appear a hopeful method, in our opinion it offers relatively little promise for the reasons which follow.
The nuclear magnetogyric ratio of N 14 ' the abundant isotope, is only some 7, percent of that of the proton, which irmediate1y tells us that the inherent sensitivity will be extremely low. A more serious feature, however, is that the nuclear spin, I,is unity and that the nucleus possesses a relatively large quadrupole moment. This quadrupole moment will interact with any electric field gradients which result from the chemical bonding to the nitrogen. Such field gradients occur unless the symetry of the ligands surrounding the nitrogen is extremely high as occurs in gaseous NH3 or the NH4 ion in acidic solution. In virtually all other situations, including those of Interest here, the symmetry will be reduced. The consequences of these quadrupolar interactions are to split the NMR line into a doublet whose spacing depends on both the magnitude of the interaction energy and on the direction of the bonds with respect to the magnetic field direction. The results may broaden the NMR lines so that their intensity virtually vanishes. 'These considerations have been supported by many observations and indeed are the principal reasons why N 14 NMR has remained a virtually undeveloped research tool. [ll] Similar considerations apply to two other elements, sulfur and oxygen, which are 9f intert. Magnetic resonance may be observed only for the isotopes S i3 and 0 11 , both of which naturally occur in low abundance and possess nuclear quadrupole moments. NMR of C 13 has developed markedly in recent years and is now at the stage where it is making significant contributions to problems such as the solution conformation of small molecules p -7-and proteins of modest sizes
The natural abundance of C 3 is 1.1 percent, which ltmtts the sensitivity. Little work has been done on the NMR of this nuclide insolids, which is the state of protein in grain.
The use of NMR of hydrogen for the estimation.of the oil cOntent of oil-rich grains has been brought to a very useful state by a qroup in Yugoslavia directed by Professor Blincs; This favorable situation occurs because the oil is highly mobile and thus the proton NMR lines are very narrow, yf eld large signals, and may be rather easily quantified.
In suninary, our experience in the field of NMR leads us to believe that this method of analysis has a low potential as a method of mass screening forprotein quantity and quality. The underlying physical basis for this assertion stems from the fact that the transition energies are small in comparison with kT at other than very low temperatures. In quantitative terms the transition energies in NMR are of the order of 10-8 -iü eV. By contrast, the energies involved in the X-ray photoelectron method are of the order of 103 eV whereas the nuclear methods are concerned with energies In the range of 107 eV.
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